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ABSTRACT
In graph theory, graph colouring is a special case of graph labelling. In graph colouring labels are assigned to the
vertices of the graphs which are essentially colours. The assignment is subject to a set of constraints. It is basically an
exercise in which a colour is assigned to every vertex in the graph such that no two adjacent vertices get the same
colour. A graph can be represented using an adjacency matrix. For every connected set of vertices, the value in the
corresponding cell is 1. It is 0 if there is no edge connecting a set of vertices. This paper proposes an approach to assign
colours to the graph using the adjacency matrix. The final values in the matrix in the cells[i,i] give the final colors that
are assigned to the graph
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INTRODUCTION
A graph in simple words is a diagram which represents a system of connections or interconnections among
two or more entity with the help of dots, lines, bars etc. A graph is a structure amounting to a set of objects in
which some pairs of the objects are in some sense "related". The objects correspond to mathematical
abstractions called vertices (also called nodes or points) and each of the related pairs of vertices is called
an edge (also called an arc or line).[1] Typically, a graph is depicted in diagrammatic form as a set of dots for
the vertices, joined by lines or curves for the edges. The edges of the graph may be directed or undirected.

A graph is a set of vertices and edges. The vertices being V and edges E. Graph colouring problem includes
colouring the vertices of the graph in such a way that no two adjacent vertices are assigned the same colour.
The graph colouring problem involves colouring the graph with minimum colours taking care of the above
mentioned constraint. The coloring which is done using atmost k number of colors is called k-coloring. The
minimum number of colors with which a graph G can be colored is called the chromatic number of the graph
G and can be denoted as X(G). A graph is called k-colorable if it can be colored using k colors and its
chromatic number is k therefore called k-chromatic.

Graph coloring problem is the most significant problem in combinational optimization. Its finds its uses in
communication networks[2] scheduling[3] etc.

Due to its usage and application in several areas, the solution to the graph coloring problem holds great
importance, because it can provide efficient solutions to all those other problems which are based on the graph
coloring problems.

A graph can be represented in the form of a adjacency matrix for eg
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Fig1: Graph

We randomly select the vertices and create their adjacency matrix. The adjacency matrix that depicts the
graph given in Fig1 is as follows

Table 1. Adjacency matrix for graph(fig1)

1 2 3 4 5

1 1 1 1 1 1

2 1 1 0 1

3 1 1 0

4 1 1

5 1

Each cells has a value 0 or 1. A value of 1 indicates that there exists and edge between the set of vertices. A
value 0 indicates an absence of such an edge.

RELATED WORKS
There has been great amount of work done on the graph coloring problem as its find its applications in
numerous places. Many researchers have done professional studies on the graph colouring problem including
the greedy algorithm and heuristics algorithms. The simplest of which is based on the greedy algorithms
which mostly uses the technique of deciding the colour of vertices sequentially in the colouring process. Some
of the heuristics based algorithms include tabu search [4], simulated annealing [5], Dsatur[6]. One of the
algorithm uses machine based learning for graph coloring problems using 78 identified features and thus
presenting a faster approach to graph coloring[7]. Another algorithms uses both divide and conquer and
heuristics by first dividing the graph into several subsets and then solving these subsets heuristically [8]. A
memeatic algorithm proposes a mematic based partial solution, uses a crossover operator and tabu search [4]
to arrive at the solution [9].
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A number of algorithms also make use of edge coloring to color the graph. In the paper by Amit Mittal,
Parash Jain, Srushti Mathur, Preksha Bhatt, the authors have presented a graph coloring technique which
assigns minimum number of colors to the graph and also takes very less time as compared to other techniques
[10]. The authors present an algorithm which makes use of the edge table which describes the graph.

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
The vertex coloring problem consists of assigning a minimum number of colors to the set of vertices of a
graph in such a way that none of the adjacent vertices are assigned the same color. Many of the algorithms
have approached the problem heuristically and also employ backtracking where the algorithm goes back at
each step to check the adjacency and color assigned to the previous vertices.

Our proposed algorithm for vertex coloring consists of the following modules. We work on the upper diagonal
matrix obtained from the adjacency matrix of the graph. Each row in the matrix holds information related to
the color it can be assigned in the cell [i,i] and the other cells in the row hold information of color for other
vertices with respect to it.

Vertex Coloring Matrix

This is the main function that works on the upper diagonal matrix

1. For each row do the following

2. Call Assign Color for the row

3. Call Update Row

Assign Color

This function will assign colors to the first cell in the upper diagonal matrix

1. Visit the cells in the column above this cell.

2. If there is a value 1 in any cell k do not assign it the same color as cell[k,k]

3. Eliminate colors by repeating the step 2.

4. Assign the best color obtained after step 3, if no color was obtained, assign a new color

Update Row

1. Update each row based on the color assigned to the first cell of the row.

2. If value in the cell is 0 value assigned is the same as value in the first cell

3. If the value is 1, it is left as it is.

4. Repeat.

In this section we try to find out the colours that can be assigned to the graph using the adjacency matrix of
the graph. We work on an example to show how we can achieve vertex coloring using the adjacency matrix.
The upper diagonal adjacency matrix is used to assign colors in it.

We explain the procedure by working on the 3-colorable graph of Fig1 as given in the previous section. We
present the step by step trace of our approach with this graph. We begin with first row and the first cell which
is also the first cell of the diagonal.

1. START by assigning colour to cell [1,1] = R. As there is no ‘0’ present in this row all the other cells are
left empty.

2. For cell[2,2], we check cell[1,2]. If this cell has value ‘1’ we cannot assign it the same color as cell[1,1]
which is “R’, so we assign it a new color =’P’

3. We also assign color ‘P’ to all the other cells in the row for which the value is ‘0’. Thus, the cell[2,4] is
assigned value ‘P’
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4. Now for cell[3,3], we check the cells from cell[1,3] to cell[2,3], as the values are ‘1’ for these cells we
cannot assign it the same color as cell[1,1] and cell[2,2] , so we assign a new color to cell[3,3]=’B’

5. Again we check this row for ‘0’ and assign the same color to those cells. Thus, we assign ‘B’ to
cell[3,5]

6. For the cell[4,4] we check the cells from cell[1,4] to cell[3,4].
i. As cell[1,4]=1 we cannot assign color of cell[1,1] to cell[4,4].
ii. The value in cell[2,4] is ‘P’, so cell[4,4] can be assigned color ‘P’.
iii. As cell[3,4]=1 we cannot assign color of cell[3,3] to cell[4,4]
Based on the above conditions we can assign color ‘P’ to cell[4,4]
7. For the cell[5,5] we check the cells from cell[1,5] to cell[4,5].
i. As cell[1,5]=1 we cannot assign color of cell[1,1] to cell[5,5].
ii. As cell[2,5]=1 we cannot assign color of cell[2,2] to cell[5,5].
iii. The value in cell[3,4] is ‘B’, so cell[5,5] can be assigned color ‘B’.
iv. As cell[4,5]=1 we cannot assign color of cell[4,4] to cell[5,5]
Based on the above conditions we can assign color ‘B’ to cell[5,5]
8. The colors that can be assigned to the graph are as following
Vertex 1 – R
Vertex 2 – P
Vertex3 – B
Vertex 4 – P
Vertex 5 – B

Table 2. Table for assigning colors to adjacency matrix

1 2 3 4 5

1 R 1 1 1 1

2 P 1 P 1

3 B 1 B

4 P 1

5 B

FUTURE SCOPE
In this paper we have presented an approach to the graph coloring problem using its adjacency matrix. We
have presented an algorithm in which we color the vertices of the graph by reusing its adjacency matrix. In
future we will work on implementing an algorithm for this approach using datasets for different graphs and
will also try to quantify the time and space complexity of the algorithm.
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